Appropriate physical activity is beneficial for cardiovascular health, but just how much, exactly, is “appropriate”? How can we decide when the duration or intensity of physical activity is “too much”? Since numerous guidelines have recommended moderate endurance exercise to maintain cardiovascular health, a growing population has been incorporating regular exercise into their daily lifestyle, some of them performing high intensity approaching that of an athlete’s. Observational studies on athletes, who maintain exercise highest in intensity and duration regularly for years, have reported a phenomenon of left ventricular changes as well as right ventricular structural change and fibrosis associated with arrhythmia — the so called ‘athlete’s heart.’ Non-prospective or short-term prospective studies assessing acute structural and functional changes in the ventricles after a short duration of exercise were mostly inconclusive as to the clinical significance of this condition, as some resulted in premature cardiac death while the majority appeared to be benign. 1,2,3

Accumulative evidences show that exercise is more closely associated with the right ventricle (RV) rather than the left ventricle (LV). The nature of this relationship — whether causative or not, and if so, 1-sided or interactive — has not been well established. In this issue of the journal, Rao et al. 3 demonstrate that exercise induced myocardial fibrosis takes place exclusively in the RV , accompanied by local inflammation and myocardial damage. The difference between RV and LV in their developmental, biochemical or physical properties has been investigated by many, and some have reported that the RV shows an exaggerated response to various stimuli. 4,5 Importantly, the RV undergoes greater workload during exercise 6 while having lesser means of adaptation and is susceptible to damage compared to the LV, possibly leading to eccentric remodeling and fibrosis. 7

Rao and colleagues 3 show the linkage between myocardial damage, fibrosis and localized inflammation all induced by prolonged, intense exercise but not by moderate exercise. Thoughtful comparison was done between groups which differed in the duration and intensity of exercise, while the frequency of exercise was controlled uniformly. Time-dependent fibrosis based on collagen volume fraction, myocardial damage proven by serum cardiac Troponin I and microstructure examination through light and electronic microscopy, and increased expression...
of local inflammatory molecules were all demonstrated in the RV and not the LV, exclusively in high intensity exercised group of mice. Direct correlation between cardiac biomarkers and myocardial fibrosis has not been demonstrated previously, and this finding hints that exercise induced myocardial fibrosis is indeed not entirely harmless.

The authors also discuss the tool of assessing myocardial fibrosis in animal and human studies. Although cardiac magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) may be helpful in quantifying focal myocardial fibrosis, it has revealed heterogeneous findings in athletic hearts and its role in diffuse fibrosis is unknown. An accurate and noninvasive method of localizing and quantifying myocardial fibrosis needs to be validated for future prospective studies.

Once reproduced and validated through larger animal or human studies, several aspects of this study would give insight for future studies. First, the correlation between inflammation and structural change after exercise seen in this study may be further linked with RV functional changes, which has been partly demonstrated. Second, whether these changes are reversible, and whether it would affect soft and hard clinical endpoints should be evaluated. Third, the authors have shown a potential role of local inflammation in the structural changes induced by exercise. Elucidating the molecular pathway may lead to preventive pharmacological intervention for populations at risk.

This study revealed the potential harmful effect of long-term extreme physical exercise. Meanwhile, it also documented that moderate exercise is not related to significant myocardial fibrosis, damage and inflammation. This finding could support the recommendation of moderate exercise as an important and safe therapy for cardiovascular health.
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